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Magnetic order and exchange coupling in the frustrated diamond-lattice antiferromagnet MnSc2Se4
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We report the magnetic properties of the A-site spinel compound MnSc2Se4. The macroscopic magnetic
measurements uncover successive magnetic transitions at TN1 = 2.04 K, followed by two further transitions
at TN2 = 1.8 K and TN3 = 1.6 K. Neutron powder diffraction reveals that both TN2 < T < TN1 and T < TN3

orders are associated with the propagation vector k = (3/4, 3/4, 0), while the magnetic structures are collinear
amplitude modulated and helical, respectively. Using neutron powder spectroscopy we demonstrated the effect
of substitution of S by Se on the magnetic exchange. The energy range of the spin-wave excitations is suppressed
due to the chemical pressure of the X ion in MnSc2X4 (X = S, Se) spinels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The A sites of the AB2X4 spinel compounds constitute a
bipartite diamond lattice [1–5], where the frustration appears
due to the competition of the nearest-neighbor coupling J1

(NN), next-nearest-neighbor coupling J2 (NNN) [1,5] (see
Fig. 1), or due to higher-order exchange terms. In addition
to the magnetic frustration, anisotropy plays a crucial role in
the selection of the magnetic ground state in the A-site mag-
netic spinels [6,7]. The well-known member of this family is
MnSc2S4, where S = 5/2 Mn2+ ions form a spiral spin-liquid
state [8]. Recently, MnSc2S4 has also been found to possess
a promising field-induced antiferromagnetic skyrmion lattice
state [7].

In an archetypal cubic spinel A2+B3+
2 X −2

4 , the A2+ ions
occupy the tetrahedral sites and form a diamond lattice and
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the B3+ ions stay in the octahedral sites forming a pyrochlore
lattice. The diamond lattice of the A-site spinel with magnetic
ions at the (0, 0, 0) and (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) positions constitutes
two interpenetrating face-centered-cubic (fcc) lattices. The
three most relevant exchange paths, namely J1, which couples
ions between two fcc lattices, J2, that couples ions within
same fcc lattice, and J3 are shown in Fig. 1. The diamond
lattice of the A-site magnetic spinel has four J1 and twelve J2

interactions.
The magnetic diamond lattice with only J1 is not frustrated

and results in a collinear antiferromagnetic order. However,
the magnetic interactions become frustrated when J2 is antifer-
romagnetic and significant, which suppresses the long-range
collinear antiferromagnetic ordering and results in a spin-
liquid ground state. Theoretical calculations [1] showed that
if the ratio of J2/J1 is 0 � J2/J1 � 1/8, the ground state will
be a collinear Néel antiferromagnet, while for J2/J1 > 1/8, it
results in a degenerate spiral spin-liquid ground state.

A-site spinels offer a multitude of exotic and novel prop-
erties to be explored experimentally as well as theoretically.
Up to now, A-site spinels have unveiled a broad range of
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FIG. 1. The diamond lattice composed of A sites of the spinel
AB2X4. The first-, second-, and third-neighbor exchange interaction
terms are denoted by J1, J2, and J3.

interesting materials, such as cobaltates Co3O4 and
CoRh2O4 [9], the aluminates MAl2O4 with M = Mn,
Co [10–14], and the thiospinel MnSc2S4 [15]. Among them,
Co3O4, CoRh2O4, and MnAl2O4 exhibit a comparatively
lower frustration index, f = |�CW|/TN = 3.7, 1.2, and 3.6,
respectively, lying deep in the Néel phase. Recently, MnSc2S4

with f = 10 realized an exotic spiral spin-liquid state [1,16–
18]. Extending the further insight into the intriguing physics
of MnSc2X4 systems, here we show that MnSc2Se4, a sister
compound, is a next candidate to host similar exotic magnetic
states such as spiral spin liquids, skyrmions, and vortices.

In the present paper, we tune the J2 and J1 exchange cou-
plings with chemical pressure by replacing S with Se. Broadly,
the magnetic properties of the Se analog resemble those of
MnSc2S4 but the exchange interaction parameters are signif-
icantly smaller. Using macroscopic magnetic measurements
and neutron scattering on polycrystalline MnSc2Se4, an un-
conventional multistep magnetic ordering has been revealed.
We found a reduction of the Curie-Weiss (�CW) and the or-
dering (TN) temperatures, and a reduced energy range of spin
excitations on replacing S by Se. Motivated by the findings in
MnSc2S4 [7] we decided to introduce the perturbations in the
spin Hamiltonian and to the magnetic properties via exchange
interactions. A famous example of such effects is the spinel
family AB2X4, with B = Cr, where the size of the A- and X -
site ions influences the magnetic exchange interactions [19].
Here, the Cr d t2g states and X p states are important for the
formation of Cr magnetic moments and for the exchange
between them. All the members of the ACr2X4 family reveal
a clear preference to ferromagnetism on increasing the size of
the X -site ion.

Theoretical studies of the effective exchange couplings
in these spinels were primarily based on the Goodenough-
Kanamori rules of the superexchange mechanism. In brief,
these rules predict the sign and the strength of the inter-
atomic spin-spin interactions controlled by a superexchange
mechanism. As the distance between the atoms varies, the
ensuing change in exchange couplings is expected. In our

FIG. 2. Room-temperature powder x-ray diffraction pattern and
the Rietveld refinement. The experimental profile is shown by black
circles, the calculated profile by the red solid line, and the difference
between the calculated and the observed pattern is indicated by the
blue solid line. The green vertical bars indicate the expected Bragg
peak positions.

case, when S is replaced by a larger Se, the lengths of both
Mn-X (X = S, Se) and Sc-X bonds increase, which eventually
leads to a change of J3, J2, and J1. In the present investigation
we explore a method to engineer such tuning of J’s in the
MnSc2Se4 system.

II. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION

The polycrystalline sample was prepared by solid-state
synthesis from high-purity elements by several repeating
synthesis at 1000 ◦C. To exclude the formation of oxide
impurities, all technological procedures (mixing, pressing,
and loading of materials in ampoules) was done in an
Ar box with a residual concentration of O2 and H2O of
less than 1 ppm. The obtained powder sample is charac-
terized by standard powder x-ray diffraction using Cu Kα1

radiation, and the Rietveld refinement using FULLPROF soft-
ware [20] of the obtained data confirmed the normal cubic
spinel structure without the presence of any secondary phases
(Fig. 2). The room-temperature lattice constants are a = b =
c = 11.0887(1) Å and the refined fractional coordinate of the
Se atom on the 32e site is x = 0.2568(1).

The magnetization data were recorded using a commercial
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) mag-
netometer (Quantum Design MPMS) with a 3He cryostat. The
magnetic susceptibility data measured in the low-temperature
regime (450 mK � T � 4.5 K) indicate three transitions at
TN1 ∼ 2 K, TN2 ∼ 1.8 K, and TN3 ∼ 1.6 K, as shown in
Fig. 3(a).

These magnetic transitions get less prominent with ap-
plied magnetic field and they are no longer discernible above
4 T. The inverse susceptibility data fitted to a Curie-Weiss
law in the paramagnetic regime above 50 K, gave �CW =
−18.4(1) K. The magnetic susceptibility data measured in a
broad temperature range (1.8 K � T � 400 K) are shown in
Fig. 3(b), and Fig. 3(c) refers to the inverse susceptibility data.
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FIG. 3. (a) Magnetization vs temperature of MnSc2Se4 measured
at 0.1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 5 T showing multiple transitions. (b) Magnetic
susceptibility at H = 1 T with the inset indicating the transition
around 2 K. (c) Inverse susceptibility with the extracted Curie-Weiss
constant �CW and an effective moment. The inset refers to the devi-
ation from the Curie-Weiss fit close to |�CW| ∼ 18.4 K.

The effective moment μeff = 5.81(2)μB extracted from this
fit is close to the spin-only value of 5.92μB for Mn2+ (3d5)
S = 5/2. The frustration index, f = |�CW|/TN ∼ 9.0, reflects
the presence of significant frustration. The deviation from the
Curie-Weiss behavior below 18.4 K [Fig. 3(c) inset] infers the
presence of short-range magnetic correlations [21,22].

III. MAGNETIC CORRELATIONS FROM NEUTRON
DIFFRACTION

Neutron powder diffraction patterns were collected on
DMC, SINQ at PSI with an incident neutron wavelength of
2.46 Å. The experiment was performed with ∼4.58 g of a

polycrystalline sample, which was inserted into an air-sealed
vanadium sample can (V can) with an inner diameter of 8 mm.
To obtain the desired low temperatures up to 1.3 K, we have
used a He cryostat with a roots pump. The patterns have
been recorded at several temperatures that were chosen based
on the results from the macroscopic magnetization measure-
ments.

The obtained diffraction data have been analyzed using
the FULLPROF program [20]. First, the nuclear structure was
refined against the data taken at 20 K, which confirms the
space group Fd 3̄m (227) and lattice constants a = b = c =
11.0873(6) Å. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the difference
patterns obtained by subtracting the data taken at 20 K (un-
correlated state) from the data at low temperatures (correlated
state), here the low temperatures refer to 1.25 and 1.7 K.
They reveal magnetic Bragg peaks and a diffuse bump at 2θ =
12◦–14◦. We refined the Bragg peaks in difference data with
the propagation vector k = (3/4, 3/4, 0) using the helical and
the amplitude modulated models developed for MnSc2S4 [8].
The diffuse scattering was incorporated into the background
for these refinements. The different quantities, commonly
termed as agreement factors, are calculated to identify the
quality of the fit.

From our refinement of the 1.25–20 K difference data,
we obtained, for the helical model magnetic Bragg factor
RB = 10.3%, profile factor Rp = 5.9%, weighted profile fac-
tor Rwp = 6.8%, and the goodness of fit χ2 = 2.6. This model
fits very well near T = 1.25 K but fails to converge for higher
temperatures. Then the amplitude modulated model is used
to describe the data and we conclude that this model is fit-
ting well at and above T = 1.7 K. The agreement factors
are RB = 18%, Rp = 5.67%, Rwp = 6.83%, and χ2 = 2.82.
In the helical structure the moments attain an equal value
of 3.57(5)μB and rotate normal to the propagation vector
k = (3/4, 3/4, 0). In the amplitude modulated structure the
maximal moment value is 2.94(2)μB and all moments point
normal to k, along the (11̄0) axis.

Neutron diffraction patterns contain also diffuse scatter-
ing. On cooling, the broad diffuse bump narrows, grows in
intensity, and yields the Bragg (3/4, 3/4, 0) peak near 2 K.
We analyze these two features as a broad Lorentzian and
a resolution-limited Gaussian. The temperature dependence
of these components is also presented in Fig. 4(c). The two
features reveal the long-range (LRO) and short-range (SRO)
order in the sample, respectively. The narrow Gaussian Bragg
peak dominates at low temperatures but then vanishes around
2 K, which is consistent with the low-T anomaly of the mag-
netic susceptibility (Fig. 3). It is a clear indicator of the LRO
in MnSc2Se4 present below TN1 = 2.04 K. On the other hand,
the Lorentzian contribution extends to higher temperatures
and can be ascertained up to 18.4 K corresponding to |�CW|.
Hence, these results substantiate that short-range correlations
evolve below �CW and even tend to persist around T = 1.6 K,
but due to the frustration effects, the LRO is restrained down
to TN1 = �CW/10.

IV. DYNAMIC MAGNETIC CORRELATIONS

Inelastic neutron scattering data were collected with the
incident neutron wavelength of 5.75 Å (Ei = 2.47 meV) on
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FIG. 4. (a), (b) Representative plots showing neutron powder
diffraction refinement for the difference pattern obtained after sub-
tracting the data at 20 K from low T and a constant has been
added to prevent the negative intensities after the difference. Data
points are shown by solid circles (black). The solid line indicates the
calculated intensity (red), the vertical bars indicate the peak positions
(green), and the bottom line (blue) shows the difference between the
observed and the calculated intensity. (a) The refinement shown for
the difference data fitted against the helical model and (b) for the
amplitude modulated model. (c) Temperature evolution of the ( 3

4
3
4 0)

magnetic Bragg peak. Inset: Evolution of the Lorentzian (L) and the
Gaussian (G) peak components.

the time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer FOCUS, SINQ at PSI.
For this experiment a ∼4.2 g powder sample was filled into an
Al can of an inner diameter of 8 mm which was then cooled
to T = 1.6 K, the base temperature of a He cryostat. For the
data reduction, we employed the standard DAVE program [23],

FIG. 5. (a) Experimental excitation spectrum measured on FO-
CUS with Ei = 2.47 meV at T = 1.6 K and (b) SPINW calculated
spectrum for J1 = −0.24 K, J2 = 0.37 K, and J3 = 0.072 K.
(c) SPINW fit of three Q strips, Q = 0.46, 0.85, and 1.27 Å−1 summed
over δQ = 0.06 Å−1. Data binned with 0.03 meV are shown by
circles, and solid lines indicate the calculated intensity.

which converts the TOF data into energy transfers at constant
Q. To account for the background, data for an empty Al can
were subtracted. We observed spin-wave excitations at the
base temperature of 1.6 K, emerging from the Bragg positions
and reaching the energy maximum of 0.7 meV at Q = 0.6 Å−1

[see Fig. 5(a)].
To understand these excitations, we performed calcula-

tions based on the linear spin-wave theory using the SPINW

package [24]. We used the J1-J2-J3 model to fit the excita-
tions at Q = 0.46, 0.85, and 1.27 Å−1 as shown in Fig. 5(c).
These Q cuts contain the most pronounced features of the
excitations—dispersive branches and the high-energy edge of
the flat excitation band. The fitted parameters were the J1 and
J3 exchange constants, the scale, and constant background. J2

is related to J1 and J3 by the equation [6]

J3

|J1| = −1 + (4 − 2
√

2)J2/|J1|
4
√

2 − 3
.
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TABLE I. The experimental and theoretical information about
the magnetic properties of the MnSc2X4 (X = S, Se) compounds.

MnSc2S4 MnSc2Se4

�CW −22.9 K −18.4 K
f 10 9
J1 −0.31 K −0.24 K
J2 0.46 K 0.37 K
J3 0.087 K 0.072 K
J2/J1 1.48 1.52

The best-fitted parameters are found to be J1 = −0.24 K, J2 =
0.37 K, and J3 = 0.072 K.

The ratio of J2/|J1| for MnSc2Se4 lies in the regime of the
highly frustrated system as the threshold to realize the spiral
spin-liquid state is given by J2/|J1| > 1/8 [1]. The values of
the exchange parameters J2 and J3 are significantly smaller
and J1 is nearly similar, relative to the sulfur analog [7] (see
Table I). These results can be understood intuitively by ad-
dressing the effect of the larger size of the Se2− ion and, as a
consequence, the strength of the exchange interactions weak-
ens. The knowledge of the rearrangement of electronic bands
and the covalency effect which contribute to the moment for-
mation and exchange would allow a deeper comprehension.
The fitting results reflect that the substitution of the X ion
(S → Se) in MnSc2X4 reduces the energy window of excita-
tions for MnSc2Se4 (Fig. 5).

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

To summarize, using neutron scattering and macroscopic
magnetic magnetic measurements, we unravel the complex
magnetism of the MnSc2Se4 compound. The macroscopic
magnetization data infer multiple long-range order transitions
at temperatures which are by nearly one order of magnitude
smaller than the Curie-Weiss temperature of 18.4 K, indi-
cating significant frustration. Our neutron powder diffraction

studies identify the long-range order as associated with the
propagation vector k = (3/4, 3/4, 0).

At 1.25 K we reveal the helical magnetic order, at 1.7
K—the amplitude modulated one alike in the sister compound
MnSc2S4. Yet, no incommensurate phase was detected. In
addition to the long-range order we found short-range correla-
tions manifested as diffuse scattering, that in the 1.8 K < T <

2 K range coexists with magnetic Bragg peaks and persists
towards high temperatures. Presumably this diffuse feature
is the powder averaged surface of spiral propagation vectors
in analogy to MnSc2S4 [8,11]. Thus, MnSc2Se4 undergoes
multiple transitions from a high-T uncorrelated state for T �
|�CW|, via the spin-liquid state for the temperatures between,
TN � T � |�CW|, to magnetically long-range ordered states
for T � TN.

Our inelastic neutron scattering results, fitted to the J1-J2-J3

model, allowed us to determine the exchange parameters
for MnSc2Se4. The obtained ratio of J2/J1 suggests that
the MnSc2Se4 compound is another example of the A-site
spinel, where the spiral spin-liquid state is realized. Addi-
tionally, we suggest that a deeper insight on the magnetic
anisotropy and the H-T phase diagram can be obtained
with the single-crystalline samples. Such exploration can be
helpful to understand the topological nontrival skyrmions
discovered in such systems. Our present study unravels a
potential candidate from the family of A-site spinels to host
these states.
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